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NEW QUESTION: 1
In what situation must spanning-tree be implemented?
A. when first hop redundancy protocol exists with redundant
Layer 2 links between distribution switches
B. when it is necessary to speed up network convergence in case
of link failure
C. when a VLAN spans access layer switches to support business
applications
D. when trunks need to extend multiple VLANs across access
switches

Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
In an HPUX system, you use the lv image lvreduce or lvsplit
command / dev / vg01 / lv - test within a mirror. Which command
will test the implementation of the following command lvsplist
/ dev / vg01 / lv -, using vgdisplay-v system to see what the
lv is.
A. lv-testa
B. LV-test
C. lv-testbackup
D. lv-testb
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two technologies are combined for erbium-doped Raman
amplification? (Choose two.)
A. coherent amplification
B. dispersion amplification
C. erbium-doped fiber amplification
D. Raman amplification
Answer: C,D
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